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Abstract—Researchers compared the classification
and the clusterization of users of online course for the
personification of the users’ information system interface.
When interacting with control and information systems,
users may manifest individual features, including implicit
characteristics that may affect one’s results within the
system. At the same time due to information system building
peculiarities one of the most comprehensive statistics
can be collected via e-learning systems. When using a
course, the user leaves a wide trail of activity that may
contain different information depending on the learning
environment structure. Online blended learning courses
draw the researcher’s attention to the impact of digital
teaching models on students as well as its ability to adjust
distant learning courses to individual students’ needs and
differences.
Information personalization is a highly relevant content
presentation at the most individual level. Therefore, the
task of personalization is to show users information that
meets their needs and interests. Personalization gives the
opportunity to focus on points that have real value for users.
Keywords—machine learning, dataset, classification,
clusterization, personification.

I.

Introduction

Firstly, it is important to clarify the term user. A
user of information system is a specialist in the system’s
subject area, for whom the system was created to satisfy
his informational needs.
The information system user interface consists of
various elements. With a large amount of information,
the user’s in-system work efficiency decreases, due to
attention diffusion. Through changes in the graphical part
of the interface it is possible to implement recommendation
modules. This change in interface is called user interface
personification.
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for each individual user than to personalize the interface
for all users at once. However, with a large number of
users there may be too many adapted options to store.
The solution to this challenge is grouping users and
conducting personification procedures for each group
(cluster) separately.
The task of personification is to display information
that meets the needs and interests of users. Personification
allows you to focus users on important details. The
simplest type of interface personification is a ranked list
of items [1].
To achieve the best results in personification it is wise
to use not only user explicit characteristics but also nonexplicit ones, such as circadian rhythms for example.
There are detailed studies of the effects of circadian
rhythm on learning [2, 3].
Interface personification is based on algorithm
adaptation, which describes rules by which interface
changes depending on the user’s actions. Among the
characteristics of the adaptive algorithm, the following
are emphasized: prediction of accuracy, predictability of
adaptive behavior, and frequency of interface changes [4].
In this investigation the authors considered only the
question of comparing classification and clustering for
user interface personification on how to exert the influence
of the circadian rhythm on learning. It did not address the
question of whether all users from each identified class
really require different user interface compared to users
from another class.
A. Literature review
The possibilities of interface characterization for
information systems, especially for training information
systems, are discussed in detail in various studies.

It is more efficient to carry out interface upgrades

The question regarding the characteristics of the
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learner is discussed in detail in Hendrik Dranchsler and
Paul A. Kirschner’ article [5]. The authors suggest that
learner characteristics can be personal (age, gender,
maturation, language and etc.), academic (learning
goals, prior knowledge, education type and level), social/
emotional (sociability, self-image, mood), cognitive
(memory, mental procedures, intellectual skills) [5].
These characteristics are highly individual and vary for
each learner.
Christoph Fröschl, Loc Nguyen, and Phing Do in
the study [6] described an adaptive system based on
the “description of learner’s properties” (user model
or learner model). In their work “the user model can
contain information from two categories: domain specific
information (reflects status and degree of knowledge
and skills) and domain independent information (may
include goals, interests, background and experience,
personal traits and demographic information)” [6]. The
authors offered to classify the user model into three kinds:
stereotype, overlay, and plan models.
In the study of the influence of student characteristics
on learning paths and strategies [7] the authors considered
the following characteristics of students: prior knowledge,
study level, gender, and intrinsic motivation. The results
showed that students do indeed follow individual learning
paths and some student characteristics are related to their
learning paths (gender and prior knowledge did not have
an effect, but intrinsic motivation had a stronger influence
than prior knowledge) [7].
Using the classification and clustering of users to
analyse the characteristics of users are considered Ronald
G. Leppan, Johan F. van Niekerk, Reinhardt A. Botha in
their study [8]. The authors suggested that online learning
design should be informed by behavioural patterns. And
learner characteristics are inferred using data analysis.
The classification used as “predictive modelling to
model something that cannot be directly observed by
using readily available features as input” [8], and the
clusterization - “structure discovery to find patterns in
data that are not obvious” [8].
The authors suggest in further research to experiment
with the personification of the user’s interface to confirm
this theoretical research.
II.

Materials and methods

This research uses the dataset from one massive open
online course (MOOC) from the national open education
platform of the Russian Federation as source data.
The set contains data from one batch of students
(spring 2018). The students were offered to study learning
materials (lecture in video format), complete an after
video mini-assessment, working in a virtual laboratory.

(1)
Where s – course success, – after video mini-assessments grade i, –midterm grade, - final test grade, k, l, p
– the number of examination passing tries (mini, midterm,
and final accordingly).
A. Research data
After data preparation (null rows and Nan values deletion, choosing features), about 1450 users and 5 features
were chosen (see Table 1).
It can be noted in Figure 1 that there is a weak correlation between features, but a strong one between weekday_video and weekday_lms, and also hour_video and
hour_lms at this stage of the study.
TABLE I.
Name features

choosing features from the dataset

Description

w e e k d a y _ the highest day of the week lection materials activity
video
(lecture-activity weekday)
hour_video

the highest hour of a day lection materials activity
(lecture-activity hour-day)

weekday_lms

the highest day of the week virtual laboratories activity (lms-activity weekday)

hour_lms

the highest hour of a day virtual laboratories activity
(lms-activity hour-day)

grade

course student success rate

class

course user group (class) success
(target variable for classification)

Fig. 1. Correlation between features

Figure 2 presents the distribution of features. It can be
seen that most features do not have normal distribution.
B. Classification
Classification – the process of streamlining or distributing objects (observations) into classes in order to reflect
relations between them [9].
Calculations were carried out for some classification
models in this part of the investigation:

The data set contains over 900 000 logs from students
and their activities with approximately 90 features. User
classification and clusterization were compared using
students’ latent features and course success rates.
The equation for course user success can be written
as Eq.1:
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• classification and regression trees (CART) - solves
classification and regression problems by building a
decision tree;
• k-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) – assigns the
object to the class that is most common among its
k-neighbors whose classes are already known;
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• linear regression - estimates coefficients of the
linear equation containing one or more independent
variables, allowing better value prediction of the
dependent variable;
• support vector machines (SVM) – has a special
feature which is a continuous decrease in empirical
classification error and an increase in the gap.
The main idea of the method is a translation of initial
vectors into space of higher dimension and search for
separating hyperplane with the maximum a gap in
that space. Fit time complexity is more than quadratic
with the number of samples which makes it hard to
scale to the dataset with more than a couple of 10000
samples. Therefore, the authors will not use this
model further in this study;

separate groups of objects characterized by internal
homogeneity and external isolation.
In this investigation the authors used the best known
method of clusterization - kMeans. To select an appropriate
number of clusters, usually the number of clusters chosen
from which (the sum of squares of distances from points
to centroids of clusters to which they belong, see Eq.2)
ceases to decrease sharply (Figure 3). In this example, the
number of clusters is 4.
(2)
TABLE II.

• logistic regression - linear classifier construction
method, which allows posterior probabilities
evaluation of objects belonging to classes [10];
• Bayesian classification approach - is based on a
theorem stating that if the distribution densities of
each class are known, then the desired algorithm
can be written in explicit analytical form. Moreover,
this algorithm is optimal, as it has minimal error
probability [10].
Table 2 was compiled as a result of the construction
of all the above models. This table contains information
about mean accuracy on given test data and labels. Note
that linear regression contains a prediction coefficient of
determination .

Mean aсcuracy on the given test data and

labels

Approach

Mean accuracy

classification and regression trees (CART)

0.91

k-nearest neighbors algorithm

0.86

linearregression

0.73

support vector machines (SVM)

0.83

logistic regression

0.66

Bayesian classification approach

0.84

Also note that models were separately checked
several times on test samples to avoid possible overfitting
problems.

Fig. 3. The graph to define the number of clusters - the sum of the
squares of distances from points to centroids of clusters to which they
belong

Fig. 4. Coordinates of centroids

Coordinates of 4 cluster centers were received (Figure
4) as well as an additional column to data, containing
information about cluster number to each user_id (Figure
5).

Fig. 2. Distribution of features: A – grade, B – hour_lms, C – hour_
video, D - weekday_lms, E - weekday_video

C. Clusterization
Clusterization (or cluster analysis) – the task of
breaking up a set of objects into groups called clusters
[11]. Clusterization involves the selection of compact,

III.

Results and discussion

Approaches to personification interfaces can be
divided into two types: stereotypical and individual [12].
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Stereotypical approach states that interfaces are
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collected for several users’ classes; the system classifies
a user and provides one of these interfaces. Usually,
several user models are created. For this situation and
for predictive purposes (such as defining a user class)
classification can be used. For example, the allocation of a
user to a certain class based on one’s activity and success.
As can be seen from Table 2, classification models
give good predictive results. Especially, classification
approaches and regression trees.
An individual approach personalizes the interface to
improve the layout for a specific user (or a group of users
with similar characteristics) based on behavioral data.
Therefore, there are individual statistics on in-system
actions for each group.
As authors stipulated above, classification and
clusterization can address various tasks, as summarized
in Table 3.

Fig. 5. New column in the dataset – cluster
TABLE III.

Classification and clusterization comparison

for personification interface

Classification

Clusterization

Used for stereotypical personification.

Used for individual personification.

Needs prepared data.

Does not need prepared data.

The number of necessary
changes for interface personification is reduced due to user
grouping, which is defined as
closest to the selected one.

Allows cluster centres to replace
all users in the cluster, due to similar users clustering principles.
Thus, the user database is formed.

Reduces the number of resourc- Allows a reduction in search time
es used and improves system for solutions and memory.
performance.
Possible decline in interface Loss of accuracy at cluster boundpersonification quality.
aries.

Support for user personification (differentiation rules
provision, interface adaptation, required information
obtention) can distinguish an information system from a
variety of similar competitive systems.
The authors additionally note that an experiment will be
conducted to identify that the particular machine learning
methods can be used for user interface personification.
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Conclusions
The authors studied classification and clusterization
on a real data set and their effect on the personification a
user’s interface. It can be concluded that classification is
better used in situations with prepared data, when users
are already using a system and administrators can divide
people into groups. On the other hand, clusterization is
good at “cold start” situations.
For personification of user’s interface classification
may assist with stereotypical personification but
clusterization – with individual personification.
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